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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the present status of the ARAMAKO multigroup

constant calculation system for solving neutron and gamma quantum

transport equations and for calculations of linear and bilinear

functionals of their fields.

ARAMAKO is a system for supplying constants for neutron and gamma field

calculations for fast reactors and radiation shielding in a multigroup

approximation. At present the system consists of a data base and the

corresponding service routines, program packages for multigroup constant

preparation and the KRAB-1 program package for one-dimensional reactor

calculations.

The data base contains the following files:

BNL/A - A 26-group basic library of neutron/matter interaction

cross-sections with subgroup representation of

cross-section resonance structure in binary format. It

contains data on nuclides from Refs [1-3] and on a

number of other nuclides now being used experimentally;

DOPPLER - A 26-group binary format library containing Doppler

increases in cross-section resonance self-shielding

factors [1-3];

LPANES - A 26-group binary format library containing elastic

scattering anisotropy parameters [3, 4];

LHYDR-26 - A 26-group binary format library containing data on the

interaction of neutrons with hydrogen [1];

LHYDR-28 - As LHYDR-26, but with supplementary data on the first
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and zeroth groups of the energy division used in the

BNAB-78 library [3];

BND-14 - A two-group binary format library containing

neutron/matter interaction data for the first and zeroth

energy division groups used in the BNAB-78 library [3];

BNGL/A - A group constant binary format basic library containing

abundances and 15-group spectra for gamma quanta

produced in neutron reactions 13];

SAI - The detailed behaviour of the mass coefficients of gamma

attenuation in gamma interactions, in binary format [5];

BGL/A - The detailed behaviour of gamma quanta/matter

interaction cross-sections, in binary format. This

library was obtained by computer processing of the SAI

file;

GAM15G - A 15-group library of gamma quanta/matter interaction

data;

TEMBR - A 26-group library of group constants, in textual

format [6];

OLN - A working library containing BNL/A data or the TEMBR

file. Note that all the calculation programs in the

ARAMAKO package use data from this library only, and

that the library itself is generated by special

software. When the TEMBR file is being used, DOPPLER

files also are generated by special programs. The data

presentation formats are described in Refs [6-9].

The ARAMAKO program packages may be divided arbitrarily into component

parts.

I. The ARAMAKO-OKS program package consists of:

(1) Programs to supply 28- or 26-group constants for use in

calculating neutron transport in reactors and radiation shielding
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(consisting of extensive homogeneous zones), using spherical

harmonic methods, Yvon's method, the discrete ordinate method and

others. In these programs the anisotropy of elastic scattering is

represented by the first six terms (fifteen in the case of

hydrogen) in a Legendre polynomial serial expansion. Both the

total macroscopic cross-section and the elastic scattering

cross-section are averaged taking into account the fine structure

of the flux anisotropy up to the sixth angular moment, it being

assumed that Ef. z. Et . when 8. > 6 (as can be
til tmin ~

observed in practice);

(2) Programs to supply constants for calculating sources of secondary

gamma radiation, based on calculating the neutron fields in 28-

and 26-group approximations;

(3) Programs for averaging group constants, based on the detailed

behaviour of gamma quanta/matter interaction cross-sections;

(4) Programs to supply multipgroup constants for gamma quanta

transport equations, based on the GAM15G library;

(5) Programs combining programs (1), (2) and (4).

The program package detailed above is included in the unified constant

system (OKS) applications program package [10] and is used mainly in shielding

physics research. However, with the ROZ-VI program [11] a one-dimensional

zero-power reactor can be calculated, i.e. this constant supply program

packaige does not take the Dopper effect into account.

II. The ARMAKO-R program package is basically designed to perform simple

calculations of fast power reactors and includes:

1. Programs preparing group constants for calculating neutron fields in

the P diffusion approximation as well as higher approximations. The

scattering indicatrix, for programs solving transport equations by the

discrete ordinates method or the Monte Carlo method, is taken into account by
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two terms in a Legendre polynomial serial expansion or by a transport

approximation.

These programs prepare constants mainly for calculating integral

neutron physics characteristics of reactors, such as the criticality

coefficient k , the breeding ratio and its components, the burnup rate,

the efficiency of control and safety system elements, the sodium effect and

the Doppler reactivity effect. Differential characteristics can also be

obtained with these programs, for example the reaction rate and heat

production distributions. The zones of the reactors calculated must be

homogeneous and

sufficiently extensive for the group approximation to be applicable. When

fast reactors with heterogeneous cores are calculated, the use of group

constants obtained by this program package can lead to errors whose magnitude

must be evaluated by comparison with the results of calculations using

non-group methods.

In these programs, resonance structure is taken into account on the

basis of the concept of a dilution cross-section and of subgroup

representation of neutron/matter interaction cross-sections. This reduces the

time taken by the BEhSM-6 computer to produce the constants for a typical

multizone reactor variant to approximately one minute. The Doppler effect is

allowed for by interpolating tables of Doppler coefficients for self-shielding

factor increases between temperature base points and by extrapolating

exponentially for temperatures over 2100 K. Changes in the cross-section

self-shielding coefficients resulting from changes in the dilution

cross-section due to the Doppler effect are neglected. The error associated

with these approximations in calculating the basic reactor characteristics is

small compared with the other methodical errors in a 26-group approximation.

233 235 232

The resonance self-shielding of U, U and Th cross-

sections at energies below 46.5 eV is allowed for by approxiation to infinite

mass.
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2. Programs for correcting the elastic slowing-down cross-section and the

fission neutron spectrum. These procedures are necessary to reduce the

methodical error in the criticality coefficient k from 3 to 1%. In these

programs, an integrated spectrum is calculated for each homogeneous reactor

zone in a 26-group approximation with uncorrected cross-sections and fission

neutron spectrum x(v = 2.4). The spectrum for zones where

vE it 0 in a material parameter approximation is asymptotic, but it

is an equilibrium spectrum for zones where vE = 0. Further, the

spectra are approximated by a broken line, and corrections are made to the

elastic slowing-down cross-section on the basis of the within-group spectra

evaluated in this way. Multigroup spectra are also used to determine the

value of \T, which is used to obtain a more precise fission neutron spectrum.

3. Programs preparing constants for calculating sources of secondary gamma

radiation, based on calculating neutron fields in a 26-group approximation and

15-group macroscopic constants entering into the integro-differential equation

for gamma quanta transport in the approximation of isotropy of the scattering

indicatrix.

4. Programs preparing constants for calculating energy release fields in

the reactor taking energy transport by gamma quanta into account.

The algorithms used for preparing constants in the ARAMAKO-OKS and

ARAMAKO-R packages are described in some detail in Refs [3, 8, 12].

III. The ARAMAKO-K program package is designed to prepare 26-group constants

used in applications programs for numerical analysis of experiments on fast

critical assemblies. It differs from the ARAMAKO-R package in:

The programs to prepare microscopic constants for calculating

local reactivity coefficients for small samples. These programs

contain algorithms for averaging the sample cross-sections taking

into account spectrum perturbation of the spectra of the

surrounding medium.

The programs for calculating the homogenized macro- and
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microscopic constants for heterogeneous media. These programs

calculate cells of heterogeneous lattices in plane and cylindrical

geometry using the first collision probability method in a

subgroup transport approximation. An option for calculating

cluster-type cells consisting of N-angle right prisms with

cylindrical inclusions is available;

The programs to prepare constants in which resonance

self-shielding of cross-sections is allowed for by averaging over

all possible combinations of subgroups of the resonant nuclides;

this significantly increases the processor time required, even

when preparing constants for homogeneous media.

IV. The KRAB-1 program package for one-dimensional calculation of reactors,

is a constituent part of the ARAMAKO system and a tool for methodically

evaluating various algorithms for preparing multigroup and few-group constants.

The structure of the ARAMAKO system described above is such that it can

be run on the BEhSM-6 computer. Work is now being done on transferring the

system to the ES computer. For example, programs from the ARAMAKO-R package

for preparing constants for homogeneous media and for correcting elastic

slowing-down cross-sections and fission neutron spectra are being applied

industrially. Transfer to the ES is being carried out taking the capabilities

of these computers into account, but still preserving the formats and

sequences of input and output information so as to minimize the alterations

required to access the system from the applications programs.
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